What Fun! Shikoku

You will have a special time in the countryside of Shikoku. Shikoku, the journey with in.

Access to west Awa

From Osaka

Around 45 minutes

Marui JCT

Around 2 hours

Tadotsu IC

Around 60 minutes

Kawanee JCT

From various locations in Shikoku

Around 36 minutes

Tadotsu Station

Around 1 hour 30 minutes

Kawanee IC

Around 5 minutes

Kawanee east IC

Tokushima version
Nishiawa Area

Access to west Awa

From Osawa

Around 35 minutes

Miki Station

Around 5 minutes

Sakaide JCT

Around 1 hour 20 minutes

Kawanee JCT

Contact/Navigation

All the photos in this brochure are shown to provide rough images. Your actual experiences are subject to change. Secondary use of these photos is prohibited.
In the bosom of the magnificent views created by nature in Shikoku
After crossing the thrilling Kazura Bridge, relax with tea that you grind

Undiscovered region! Iya Kazura Bridge and hands-on tea grinding experience

“Iya Kazura Bridge” is referred to as one of the three bridges with unique structures in Japan. Associated with the Taira family’s legend, it is said to be made of plants called “kazura” that are somehow cut off to shake off their pursuers. The bridge is as long as 45 meters and has a width of 1.5 meters.

*Buke Mart* is a local supermarket located in front of JR Obi Station. In the shop which has many local specialties produced in Miyoshi City, a “hands-on experience of tea grinding” is offered. Turn a mortar by yourself and taste freshly ground tea.

**Tea grinding with a mortar**
- Free of charge
- Buke Mart
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Buke Mart: Miyoshi City, Miyoshi City (http://www.bukemart.jp)

**Iya Kazura Bridge**
- Height: 330 m
- Location: Miyoshi City, Tokushima Prefecture (plastic greenhouse)
- Admission: Free
- The bridge was built in 1955 and is 45 meters long.
- It is a suspension bridge with a unique structure.
- It is open every day.

**Obi Station**
- Closed on Jan 1, but open the day before.
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)

**Buke Mart**
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Buke Mart: Miyoshi City, Miyoshi City (http://www.bukemart.jp)

Hands-on experience of making traditional craft

“Mima wagasa” (Japanese umbrella)

**Hands-on experience of wagasa lamp shade making learned from craftsmen**

Hands-on experience of making traditional craft of Mima, “wagasa”

Around 1955, there were as many as 200 wagasa producers in Mima Town, Mima City, and they shipped around 1 million wagasa. Mima wagasa, a traditional craft in Mima, uses local bamboo and is manually produced from materials to finish. Through lamp shade making, you can casually learn its manufacturing processes. By putting wax on the same frames as wagasa, you can enjoy the marriage of traditional craft and art.

**Wagasa lamp shade**
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Mima City Tourist Information Center
- Mima Wagasa Seizo, 490-1, 590-1, 590-2, 590-3, 590-4, 590-5, 590-6, 590-7
- Reservation required
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month

**Strawberry picking and hands-on experience of making excellent “ichigo daifuku” (Japanese confectionery made of strawberry, rice cake and sweet azuki beans)**

Taste strawberries you pick and make excellent “ichigo daifuku”

- Reservation required
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month

**Oboke Bridge**

Obakeyo sightseeing cruise

The Oboke Bridge has been designated as a national scenic beauty and has a superbly beautiful valley. Enjoy cruising and the scenery of rocks with unique shapes and huge boulders. You can have a “drinkup” (rice bowl drink) based on an image of “hakurinbeku” (rice-eye spectator) which appears in old legends of specters. (additional fee)

**Obakeyo sightseeing cruise**
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Mima City, 100 yen

**Reservations required**
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month

- Reservation required
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month
- From April 1, 2019 (Mon. - Sun. 10:00 - 17:00, closed during holidays)
- Mima City, 100 yen
- Closed on the 3rd Saturday of the month
Guide will take you to the street which has many well-preserved old merchant houses.

**Strolling on the street of houses with Sadamitsu Niso Udatsu**

The street with Sadamitsu Niso Udatsu accompanied by guides certified by the town, "Taisho no tatakai" (master of Taisho). Enjoy casual walks sometimes into small back streets and visit shops.

**Course model**:
- Former Nago Residence >> Matsu Zhitro >> Domotoya >> Mount Taisho Temple >> Former Nago Residence

Guides will lead you to know different types of building materials used in Taisho period.

**Enroll**
- P: 080-6619-9326
- F: 080-6619-9327

**Weekend and National Holidays (up to 3 days in advance)**
- 1 person: 1,000 yen
- 2 persons: 2,000 yen
- 3 persons: 3,000 yen
- 4 persons: 4,000 yen
- 5 persons: 5,000 yen

**Cancelling and changing**
- Cancellation after reaching designated points will be charged at 20% of the fee.
- For price of adult, student, and child, please see the website.

---

**Japanese bush warblers’ singing and a star-filled night sky**

Experience a mountain village by staying at a minshuku (family operated, Japanese-style bed and breakfasts) Yasoshiki which is referred to as a minshuku over the clouds.

Enjoy a one-and-only experience such as stargazing through the minshuku where you can feel nature in a mountain village over the clouds.

**Nishiwaka model course**

**Day 1**
- Takamatsu Airport
- Hotel
- 30 minutes
- Takamatsu Port
- 40 minutes
- Ono Port
- 15 minutes
- Take a bus to "Kanomaza"
- 5 minutes

**Day 2**
- Takamatsu Port
- 18 minutes
- Ono Port
- 15 minutes
- Take a bus to "Kanomaza"
- 5 minutes

**Day 3**
- Takamatsu Port
- 25 minutes
- Ono Port
- 15 minutes
- Take a bus to "Kanomaza"
- 5 minutes

**Day 4**
- Takamatsu Port
- 20 minutes
- Ono Port
- 15 minutes
- Take a bus to "Kanomaza"
- 5 minutes

**Day 5**
- Takamatsu Port
- 20 minutes
- Ono Port
- 15 minutes
- Take a bus to "Kanomaza"
- 5 minutes